
 

Due to a printing error, several pieces of  the original MMA 
newsletter, Expectations, were incomplete.   

Here are the completed versions.  Enjoy the day! 
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From the Editor 
Nicole Marie White, CPM 

Hello Dear Midwives!  

Welcome to Autumn. The following story is by my 

friend and fellow midwife Rachel Zaslow. I worked in 

her clinic for 3 months in Uganda and my hut was 

the next hut over from this and I can attest to the 

darkness - The sky was insane. When the moon was 

full, it could light your way and when it was new- the 

darkest I ever did see or didn’t see :)  

She wrote this on the Jewish New Year and the 

Black moon - feel free to check out the website of her 

clinic and donate if you’re compelled. http://

motherhealth.org 
 
 
My New Years reflection: the other night I had just crawled 
back into my hut for what I hoped would be a restful 
night’s sleep. It had been a long day and I was feeling 
"done". The moon was new so when I turned off the light, 
my room was dark - dark, like, you can't even see your 
hand right in front of your face dark. I closed my eyes and 
began to dose off when I heard an animal outside my door. 
It was growling and scratching and was loud enough and 
close enough that I started feeling around in the dark for 
my flashlight. I turned it on but the noise had passed. 
Closing my eyes once again into the darkness I heard a 
knock on my door. An unfamiliar voice was telling me to 
come outside. Fearing the animal, I asked what for? I just 
heard the word "help" in Acholi. Putting on shoes I opened 
the door and shone my flashlight half expecting to see a 
hyena (in retrospect I am alarmed that I did not think to 
bring a stick or something just in case), but instead there 
was a woman kneeling on the veranda of my hut, with her 
bag of waters bulging and her babies head half out. She 
had been trying to make it down to the clinic but had to 
stop. The growling and scratching had been her climbing 
onto my veranda. The bag of waters was full and white and 
looked like a round full orb of a moon. I looked up briefly 
to see the most incredible sky full of stars above us. 
Luckily, I had some gloves nearby which I slipped on and 
the baby emerged into my hands, still in the caul. I peeled 
back the membranes and a giant rush of water poured 
everywhere. The baby let out a vigorous cry as she 
transitioned from salt water creature to land creature. 
There is this lake in Uganda that is believed to have 
formed after a woman's amniotic fluid gushed so strongly it 
became a river that turned into a lake. Many people come 
to the lake to ask for miracles. Placing the baby on her 
mama’s chest, surrounded by water, I could truly 
understand the name of that lake and why it is considered 
sacred water.  We were alone under the stars, we were an 
island in a lake, we were new life and breath and 
beginning. We all smiled. After a moment I was able to 

find the guard who called the on call midwife who dropped 
the okra she was chopping and came running with warm 
blankets and our entire emergency birth kit. We got mama 
settled in a bed, fed, warmed and a few hours later I left 
her and the baby nursing and dozing. It was now past 
midnight and having emerged from that lake, I knew I had 
to shower. Our showers are outside, and in the dark dark 
dark, it is near impossible to hold a flashlight and also 
bathe. So, with some faith, I scanned the shower for 
creatures, parked my light outside the shower, and went 
into the darkness. Feeling around I turned on the water 
and felt it pour down my back. I looked up just in time to 
see a shooting star make its trail across the sky. And so I 
was renewed. I went from "done" to "yes" and felt grateful 
for the opportunity to be present, to answer the calls that 
come, and to always welcome what is new. I always feel 
like Rosh Hashana is actually a midwives holiday since its 
direct translation is the "head" of the year and we can 
make endless metaphors about heads crowning and 
emerging the rest of the year. Are we stuck at the 
shoulders? Can we learn to breath?  So I guess my prayer 
for this head of the year, when the world seems poised to 
turn upside down and many of us feel done but know we 
must stay woke and fight...is that we stay open to the 
magic, even amidst the unimaginable. Lakes of water can 
appear from the sky.  

Rainbow with birth center on right (red) 

http://motherhealth.org/
http://motherhealth.org/
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Everything seemed fine until the little boy was born. 

He wasn't breathing, but his heart was strong, 
recalled Stephanie Avila, the midwife attending the baby's 
birth at a Rhode Island hospital back in 2012. But it soon 
became clear that the boy had suffered a brain injury during 
labor. 

Eleven days later, after an MRI confirmed the severity of the 
injury and the family withdrew life-support, the child died. His 
official diagnosis: hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy, a brain 
injury caused by oxygen deprivation. 

"I was prepared to stand by the family through this trauma," 
Avila said in an interview. "But I fully expected I'd get sued — 
and it was going to get ugly, or uglier." 

Of course, the little boy's family was devastated. "I just went 
into my own world," said his mother, Sarah Jagger, speaking 
about the loss of her son. 

But Avila suffered too. "I was a wreck," she said. 

Immediately after the birth, Avila said, she remained on call 
overnight at the hospital, Women & Infants, in Providence. "I 
retreated to the call room and curled up in the fetal position 
and prayed that no other people in labor would show up. I 
cried, had the worst headache I've ever had in my life, and 
felt like I'd vomit. For days I felt emotionally and physically 
terrible. I'd be walking down the street and suddenly could no 
longer move." 

At the time, Avila had two small children of her own. "And 
whenever my 2-year-old would do this cute thing, I'd think, 
their baby will never walk around in his mother's high-heeled 
shoes. I'd get these terrible thoughts and I'd never know when 
it would strike." 

The Psychological Toll 

After a traumatic birth — or any traumatic medical event — 
attention, rightly, turns to the grieving family. But research 
has been mounting in recent years that health care providers, 
sometimes called "the second victims," also sustain long-
lasting emotional damage following such a trauma. 

A new study published by Danish researchers underscores the 
phenomena: Midwives and obstetricians who experienced a 
traumatic birth — one involving severe injuries or death — 
report that the psychological toll of such an event is deep and 
long-lasting. 

More than one third of those surveyed said that they always 
would feel some sort of guilt when reflecting on the event, 
researchers report. Nearly 50 percent agreed that the 
traumatic birth had made them think more about the meaning 
of life. "This tells us that health care professionals are 
affected, not only professionally, but also at a personal and 
even existential level," said Katja Schrøder, the study's first 
author and a Ph.D. fellow at the University of Southern 
Denmark. 

'Changed My Life Forever' 

This was indeed the case for Avila. "I feel as though that day — 
even to this day — changed my life forever in many ways," she 
said. And while the "acute" nature of the trauma has passed, 
she said, the enormity of it continued to grip her, sometimes 
unexpectedly and at random times. 

In the Danish study, published in Acta Obstetricia et 
Gynecologica Scandinavica, a journal of the Nordic Federation 

A Death, And a ‘Changed Life’:  
Traumatic Births Take Toll On Health Workers Too 

Rachel Zimmerman 
Reporter, CommonHealth 

April 22, 2016 

of Societies of 
Obstetrics and 
Gynecology, more 
than 1,200 Danish 
obstetricians and 
midwives 
responded to a 
survey on the 
aftermath of a 
traumatic birth. Of 
those respondents, 
14 were selected 
for a follow-up 
interview. 

Many of the providers spoke of not being able to shake the 
trauma, whether they were blamed for the bad outcome or 
not.  "Although blame from patients, peers or official 
authorities was feared (and sometimes experienced), the inner 
struggles with guilt and existential considerations 
were dominant," researchers report. 

From the paper: 

One mid-wife explained that even now, 12 years after the 
event, she would still think about that particular mother and 
child when passing through their town... 

Most participants described having spent many hours agonizing 
and wondering whether they could have prevented the 
adverse outcome. One midwife said that her sense of guilt 
would never disappear because she knew that the parents 
would have to live with the consequences of her handling of 
the delivery. 

Still, the researchers found that for many providers, "the 
traumatic childbirth had given rise to personal development 
opportunities of an emotional and/or spiritual character ...for 
instance by achieving a more humble and profound 
understanding of both professional roles and of life as a 
whole." 

A Meaningful Meal 

About a month after her infant son's death, Jagger did 
something unusual: She asked Avila to meet for lunch. Up until 
then, the two women had been in touch -- Avila had called to 
check in often, offering to help out and attend follow-up 
medical appointments with Jagger. 

But the lunch date marked a turning point, the women agreed. 
First, it became clear that Jagger didn't blame Avila for the 
boy's death, and did not want to focus on the tragedy going 
forward. 

"We had this little boy who had a such a short life," Jagger 
said. "I didn't want his life to be clouded in anger. I wanted his 
life to be about love...and not focus on the horrible part." 

But the meeting also underscored the growing bond 
between the women. When it was over, they walked outside 
and Jagger posed a question: "I said to her, 'If I have another 
baby, would you deliver it?' And I think she was horrified. But I 
think because I trusted her so completely, through the birth, 
and his death, and her calls and the follow-up, I felt like she 
was there with me, like this was our loss, it wasn't 
just my loss." 

The Danish research paper quotes Donald Berwick, a 
pediatrician who served in the Obama administration and is 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerebral_hypoxia
http://goingstarfishing.blogspot.com/2012/08/henry.html
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/aogs.12897/suppinfo


Fundraiser to support Haitian midwife 
Ninotte Lubin’s efforts to build a much-

needed birth center in Haiti 

The fundraising event on November 13th in Travers City 
was great!  We had a great combination of kids and adults 
with E Minor blessing us with amazing song early in the 
evening.   

Volunteers provided an amazing assortment of  Haitian 
dishes: Rice and beans, chicken stew, fried plantain, pikliz 
(Haitian spicy pickled vegetables) and sweet potato pud-
ding all made by volunteers.  

The event raised about $4,000.  Additionally,  Oryana’s 
donation brought the total to almost $6,000! 

Grace Birth Center will require about $50,000 to complete 
first phase.  This event is a wonderful start toward goal.   

Continuous donations can be made through gracebirth-
center.org or by mailing checks made out to ‘Bay Eye 
Charitable Foundation’ (with a note Grace birth center) at 
530 W 11Th Street 49684-Traverse City, Michigan.  

Special thanks to Dance of Life Midwifery (Kathi Mulder 
and her team) for planning and making it happened so well; 
MMA for advertising the events. 

Grace Birth Center 
www.gracebirthcenter.org 
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also a patient safety guru of sorts. In a 2009 interview 
published in the Journal of Patient Safety, Berwick speaks 
about those "second victims": 

Health care workers’ egos can be big. But believe me, their 
superegos are a lot bigger. You carry into work — as a nurse, 
or doctor, or a technician or pharmacist-- the intent to do 
well. And when something goes wrong, almost always you feel 
guilty, terribly guilty. The very thing you didn’t want to 
happen is exactly what happened. And if you don’t 
understand how things work, you feel like you caused it. That 
creates a victim. My heart goes out to the injured patient and 
family, of course. That’s the first and most important victim. 
But health care workers who get wrapped up in error and 
injury, as almost all someday will, get seriously hurt too. And 
if we’re really healers, then we have a job of healing them 
too. That’s part of the job. It’s not an elective issue, it’s an 
ethical issue. 

In the past decade or so, various institutions and nonprofits 
have emerged with tools and systems to better support 
medical professionals who have endured a traumatic event. 

One of those groups, MITSS, or Medically Induced Trauma 
Support Services, based in Massachusetts, provides trauma tool 
kits used around the country. 

Linda Kenney, the founder of MITSS, was herself the victim of 
an anesthesia error that nearly killed her. She said that for 
her, connecting with the anesthesiologist who caused her 
injury (he called her afterwards to express his regrets) and 
creating the nonprofit to help others, helped her heal. 

But for health care providers, sometimes talking to peers at a 
hospital, or others in the institution, isn't enough and can 
actually feel isolating, Avila, the Rhode Island midwife, said. 
Because of the omnipresent fear of lawsuits, and also due to 
patient privacy laws, she said, "there are very few 
environments where we can freely discuss what happened." 

A Second Chance 

In 2013, a few days shy of what would have been her son's first 
birthday, Jagger went into labor with her second child, and 
she called on Avila to attend the birth. By that time, Avila was 
no longer working for the same midwifery group, but the 
practice arranged for her to have insurance during the birth, 
and Avila left a family gathering on Block Island to get to 
Providence on time. 

Jagger's little girl is now a healthy 2-and-a-half-year-old who 
considers Avlia her "auntie." 

"It was this amazingly cathartic experience for all of us," 
Jagger said. 

Avila is now a family nurse practitioner and attends births less 
frequently as part of her work. These days, she and Jagger are 
extremely close: They've vacationed together, bake each 
other birthday cakes and talk almost daily. 

"I never would have expected our relationship to evolve to this 
point," Avila said. "But despite how close we are now, I 
would sacrifice it in a moment if I could change the outcome 
of that first birth." 

 

Rachel Zimmerman worked as a reporter for The Wall Street 

Journal for 10 years, most recently at the Boston bureau covering 

health and medicine. She’s also written for The New York Times, 

the (now-defunct) Seattle Post-Intelligencer, and the alternative 

paper Willamette Week in Portland, Oregon, among other 

publications. She is the co-author of "The Doula Guide To 

Birth," published by Bantam/Random House. In 2008, she spent 

the year as a Knight Science Journalism Fellow at MIT. Rachel lives 

in Cambridge with her two daughters. 

Home Birth Summit has just released a third form for 
our Transfer Toolkit – the Nurse Transfer Model Form. 

Two model transfer forms – Maternal and Infant – 
were previously released to accompany the Best 
Practice Guidelines: Transfer from Planned Home 
Birth to Hospital. All three of these forms were 
designed as a part of the process to facilitate the 
safe and mutually respectful transfer of care of a 
woman and her family from a planned home birth to 
the hospital. 

The forms are available for individual practitioners 
and institutions for immediate use or as a part of a 
larger transport protocol. To request free PDFs of the 
transfer forms 
http://www.homebirthsummit.org/transfer-
guidelines-model-forms/    

Home Birth Summit Best Practice 
Transfer Guidelines 

http://www.mitsstools.org/tool-kit-for-staff-support-for-healthcare-organizations.html
http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB108482777884713711
http://www.amazon.com/Doula-Guide-Birth-Secrets-Pregnant/dp/0553385267/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1282682202&sr=8-2
http://www.amazon.com/Doula-Guide-Birth-Secrets-Pregnant/dp/0553385267/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1282682202&sr=8-2
http://homebirthsummit.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=793e2896535a5c073a426399c&id=9aeb31a1c5&e=f39d1a588e
http://homebirthsummit.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=793e2896535a5c073a426399c&id=9aeb31a1c5&e=f39d1a588e
http://homebirthsummit.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=793e2896535a5c073a426399c&id=9aeb31a1c5&e=f39d1a588e
http://www.homebirthsummit.org/transfer-guidelines-model-forms/
http://www.homebirthsummit.org/transfer-guidelines-model-forms/


HBS COLLABORATION TASK FORCE-MATERNAL TRANSFER FORM 

SITUATION and Reason for Transport 

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Status at Time of Transport:   Stable      Unstable 

Patient’s Full Name: ______________________Weeks Gestation: ________ Date/Time: ______ /____:____ 

Age:_____ G:____ P:_____ EDD:_________ Based on:   LMP/Conception       Dating Ultrasound 

Referring Provider______________________________ Contact#: (____) _____ _________ 

Name of person receiving call:__________________________ Time Called: ____________________ 

Does receiving hospital have medical records:    YES       NO      UNKNOWN 

Medical Records Included:      # pages_________ 

FHTs: Ctx Pattern: Mode of Transport: 

 Private Vehicle   EMS   Other  

EMS Staff:_____________________________ 

Called:_____________ Arrived___________ 

Departed:_________ 

Dilation/Station:  BP:           / 

Last food/fluid PO (date/time):  Temp:  Pulse: 

Last Void Time: _____:_____  Ultrasound Findings:  Time at hospital door: _____ : _____ 

Time at L&D room: _____ : _____ 

Time Hospital Provider Received _____ : ____ 

Time verbal report: _____ : _____  

IV Gauge: 

Total infused prior to transport: 

Labor History: 

Latent Onset: (date/time):  _____ / _____:_____ 

Active Onset: (date/time):  _____ / _____:_____ 

2nd Stage Onset: (date/time):  _____ / _____:_____ 

AROM/SROM: (date/time):  _____ / _____:_____ 

Birth: (date/time): _____ / _____:_____ 

Placenta: (date/time): _____ / _____:_____ 

EBL: ___________ 

Fluid:         CLEAR         MECONIUM         BLOODY 

Lacerations:          NO          YES, Details__________________ 

BACKGROUND 

Current Pregnancy Complications:  

  

Significant Medical History:  

  

Prior Pregnancy Outcomes:  

 NKDA, Allergies: ______________________ Height / Weight: ____________ / ____________ 

Current Medications/Supplements:  

Blood Type: _________ BP Baseline: _____ / _____ GDM Testing:   YES      NO     Hct: _____ (date: __________) 

ALERTS:    Rh-    HSV+    Rubella Non-Immune    HEP B+    HIV+ 

    GBS Unknown     GBS+    GBS- (date: _______) 

ASSESSMENT:  

  

RECOMMENDATION:  

  



MMA Board Members, 2015-2016 term 

Stacia Proefrock, President 
stacia@cornellbox.com 
 

Connie Perkins, Vice-President 
redcedarbirth@gmail.com 
 

Patrice Bobier, Treasurer 
Patrice@fullcirclemidwifery.com 

 Autumn  2016 

Call for Officers and Board Members 
Michigan Midwives Association Board of  Directors 

It is time to elect board members and officers for the 2017-2018 term. 

Nominations are due by November 7.  You can nominate yourself (and are encouraged to do so).  We will vote at the 

beginning of December. 

Open positions are:  Member at Large, President, Vice-President, Treasurer, and Secretary.  All positions require the 
applicant to be a member of the Michigan Midwives Association.  All positions except member at large require a year of 
active involvement in MMA (attendance at conferences, 

volunteering on MMA projects, or service on the board).  

The responsibilities of board members are listed below. 

I would encourage anyone who is an MMA member to 
consider serving on the board.  The MMA board plays a 
major part in supporting the future of midwifery in 
Michigan, the growth of our profession, and the support of 
midwives today.  If you would like to see our group focus on 

particular issues or development, the best way is to be a 

leader.   

If you have any questions about serving on the board, please contact Stacia Proefrock, President, at 

stacia@cornellbox.com or 734 834 5392 and/or Nicole White at birthmidwifery.com. 

 

Michigan Midwives Association 

Board of Directors 

RESPONSIBILITIES AND EXPECTATIONS 

1. Regularly attend board meetings and important related meetings.  

 MMA has four all day in person meetings a year and occasional phone conferences. We require a proxy to 

come in your place if you can not make it to an in person conference. 

2.    Make serious commitment to participate actively in committee work. 

 MMA expects each board member to head a committee or be a participant in two committees. 

 Required to submit an article for the quarterly newsletter 

3. Volunteer for and willingly accept assignments and complete them thoroughly and on time. 

 MMA board members are expected to do 1-5 hours of work a week. The time invested fluctuates but 1-5 hours 

a week is an average. 

4.   Stay informed about committee matters, prepares his or herself well for meetings, and reviews and comments on 
minutes and reports. 

 MMA Board Members are expected to check Email on a regular basis and respond accordingly. 

5. Get to know other committee members and build a collegial working relationship that contributes to consensus.  

6. Is an active participant in the MMA's annual conference and planning efforts. 

7. Participate in fund raising for the organization. 

 

Christa Bartley 
RNChrista@gmail.com 
 

Jillian Bennett 
familytreebbs@gmail.com 
 

Cynthia Jackson 
sacredrosebirthing@gmail.com 

Nicole White 
birthmidwifery@gmail.com 
 

Jenny Zaner 
birthingchoices@yahoo.com 
 

Laurie Zoyiopoulos 
faithgms@gmail.com 

mailto:sacredrosebirthing@gmail.com

